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Minority Enrollment at Mitchell

New admissions
program is within
Bakke guidelines

-

Associate Justice Lewis Powell
announced the decision, describing it as having a "notable lack of
unanimity." That lack of
unanimity is expected to contribute to a great deal of litigation
ip the fu~ure in the area of affirmative actio..1 programs.
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ties did not express concern that
the Bakke decisions would affect
their programs. Associate Dean
Robert Grabb of the University of
Minnesota stated that the Bakke
decision would have no immediate
effect this year, .although the
future was uncertain. Minnesota
is awaiting the outcome of task
force studies by the Law School
While William Mitchell's dis- Admissions Council and the Assocretionary admissions program ciation of American Law Schools.
was fvrmulated, !ast schoot year,
"We are·committed to affirmathe program is not yet functioning
and none of this year's students tive action so long as it is consiswere admitted under this pro- tent with the law of the land,"
gram. All of the 320 or so Grabb said.
members of the first year class
The theory for a discretionary
were admitted under the regular
program under which admission is program was, according to Mitbased on a straight undergraduate chell's Assistant Dean Stine,
grade point average and LSA T that "a one-day examination may
not be an adequate determining
composite.
factor." The program recognizes
Mitchell's discretionary admis- that other factors exist.
sions program is similar-to the afStine also noted that Temple
firmative action program at
Temple University, Philadelphia, University "admits more nonand Hamline University School of minorities than minorities under
Law, St. Paul. Hamline's Assis- [its] program."
tant Dean Len Biernat explained
Under Mitchell's program, the
that Hamline also does not reserve
seats for persons admitted under Discretionary Admissions Committee recommends certa i n
their program.
students to be considered by Dean
The University of Minnesota Bruce Burton for acceptance
Law School, on the other hand, under this program. It is up to the
does reserve "up to
slots" for applicant to in9icate on the applipersons who qualify under its pro- cation form that s/ he wishes to be
considered under the special adgram .
missions program.
Hamline and Mit.:hell authoricontinued on page 14

Former U.S. attorney general
Ramsey Clark called the decision
"another nail in the coffin of
equality of justice" at the ABA
convention in New York City in
August. Locally, over 50 people
protested at the Federal Building
in Minneapolis the day after the
decision was announced.
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First year students talk to school organization representatives at Orientation. See more photos and story on
page 5.

80 First Year Students
Begin 3 Year Program
On June 17, 1978 the American
Bar Association approved
William Mitchell's proposal to
permit students who work less
than 10 hours a week to carry a
total of 16 credits per semester. • t
was decided to limit enrollment to
80 first year and 40 second year
students. These figures were derived from a study of student
employment by Placement Director Peggy Rheim.
The administration immediately
sent out letters to all incoming
freshmen and second year stu- •
dents offering them the three year .
option. There was sufficient
response to schedule one first year.
section of 80 and one second sec-

tion of 38. As the summer progressed, however, the second year
section began dwindling in
number until registration time
when the number dropped to 21.
At that point, the administration
decided that it would be unfair to
allow one section of 21 second
year students while the 12 credit
sections had enrollments of 80 or
more. There was also the probability that the number would drop
even lower.
Members of the administration
then began calling students to fill
a 4:30 p.m. 12 credit section to replace the original 1:00 p.m. 16
credit section. The new section
was offered to section J 11 students

because that section had the
large st enrollment, to the
courageous 21, and to section I
students since they had already
signed to a 4:30 schedule.

OIOll Poll

Many second year students felt
cheated by the change since not
everyone had an equal chance to
sign up for the newly-created 4:30
section. Dean Stine admitted the
change " was unfortunate because
some people have been injured."
He feels, however, that the "decision was a correct one. The
problem was the people who dropped out. "
Tuition for freshmen enrolled
in the 16 credit program is $100
per credit or $3200 per year. In
order to finish in three years,
beginning students must carry 16
credits in each semester for two
years and 12 credits in each semester in the third year. Classes for
the 16 credit section are held daily
in the early afternoon and evening
continued on PSJtl' 13
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nomic status as criteria.
While the 5-4 decision was described by mass-media press people as a narrow and delicate decision which "apparently succeeded
in finding a middle ground between stridently opposed forces
on the deeply emotional issue of
'reverse discrimination'" (Time
magazine), the decision sparked
protest across the nation.
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by Clara Kalscheur
Since no seats are reserved spe- in admitting a student under this
cifically for persons who qualify program are outlined in the
under William Mitchell's Discre- Bulletin, but no seats are reserved
tionary Admissions Policy, the specifically for these applicants.
law school administration believes
this admissions program is not
This summer, the United States
prohibited by the Bakke decisjon. Supreme Court ruled in Regents
of the University of California v.
A committee composed of Allan Bakke that although race
Assistant Dean Curtis Stine, and may be used as one of many facProfessors Bernard Becker, Jack tors in admissions programs,
Davies, Andrew Haines and schools cannot reserve a set
Phebe Haugen was appointed last number of seats exclusively for
year to "seek out and admit quali- minorities.
fied applicants, both minority and
non-minority group members,
Allan Bakke, a white male, was
who may have an outstanding ap- denied admission to a California
titude for the practice of law not medical school because the
reflected in their LSA T scores," school's admissions committee
according to the Bulletin.
had reserved 16 seats out of 100
r<;>r stuckru from disadvantaged
b" ·ki;roun ·, using race and eco-
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Whal kind of food would you like
to see served in the lounge area?

1515
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hot sandwiches 17
hamburgers
fresh fruit
salad bar 11
ice cream sandwiches 6
pizza 5
tacos 4
Coca Cola 4
hot dogs 3
casserole 2
coffee 2
beer 2
peanuts 2
home made soup 2
hot cider
mineral water
kefir

lasagna
baklava
baked potato
chow mein
seafood
granola bars
pickles
cheesecake
bagels
pate de fois
stuffed cabbage rolls
macaroni and cheese
burritos
diabetic food
crepes
donuts
hot dish meal
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EDITORIALS
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Keep grades
in perspective

,.__

.._

Rarely was I elated.

When I first entered law school I told myself that grades
would not be important. When I was in high school I worried about whether my grades were good enough to get into
the college I wanted. In college I worried about whether my
grades were good enough to get into law school. Once in
law school I thought all that anxiety about grades would be
over. What difference would it make if I got a high or low
grade as long as I was passing? Since I did not care about
landing some big time job in a corporate law firm after
graduating, I figured the pressure would be off.
But I was wrong.
For two years at William Mitchell I waited nervously for
my etas~ grades to be posted. Every few days after finals
were over I walked with a pounding heart up to check the
bulletin' boards on the third floor. Tensely I held my breath
as I searched for my exam number on my course sheet.
Upon seeing my grade, my reaction ranged from a moan of
disappointment to a sigh of relief.

_.

IOOJo of the class.

What can be done about this student self depreciation,
Why do grades affect me so strongly despite my reasoned
fear, and anxiety about grades?
judgment which tells me that they are not an accurate
reflection of what I have learned? What happened to my
The first thing to remember is that the administration
feelings that grades are basically meaningless?
here believed that we all would be able to succeed in law
school or we wouldn't have been admitted. Very few stuOne reason perhaps is that students at Mitchell are given
little if any positive feedback for their work in class. I dis- dents ever flunk out of Mitchell.

tinctly remember the first time I was ever directly praised in
In the last analysis, the grades we get at Mitchell are just
class. ·More than seven months into my first year, my legal
not that important. Our grandchildren aren't going to
writing instructor told me that my-brief was very well written. I was pleasantly shocked. Those experiences have been judge us for what we got in contracts or professional
responsibility. No study has ever found any correlation berare for me.
tween success in law school and success as a lawyer-or sucWhile our teachers are encouraging students to doubt cess in any part of our lives, for that matter. We all have
ourselves and our abilities, grades are something to hang other more vital concerns in our lives than what happens at
onto to reassure us that we are doing okay. But for too exam time in law school.
many of us, grades have taken on an inflated sense of importance. Driven by a fear of failure, law school can suck
us into a competitive rat race. More than once my feelings
of pleasure a1 getting a·higher grade than usual disappeared
when I saw that most of lhe other stud.en cs in my class had
done better than I. It can be very discouraging reading job
notices on the placement office bulletin board and seeing
that som-e employers won't even talk to those not in the top

For some strange reason which I can't understand, there
seems to be an unwritten rule that the study of law must be
a solemn, joyless process. We shouldn't be taking/ everything we hear and read in school so seriously. As sludents
we need to encourage and support each other more. We are
all working hard at what we do.
Let's give ourselves credit.

Everyone failed
Although it's generally rare for a student to fail a class, it
Most students would probably argue that Haines' are too
does happen. Those students that do might find it harder to high.
shrug off their grades as being relatively unimportant than
Because of this disparity in standards, Haines has been
someone who scored poorly but at least passed. This is particularly true when the class is required and must be the focus of intense criticism by students. For a number of
repeated.
years, student complaints against Haines have been nothing
new. But last spring the controversy reached a peak when it
spread to the SBA, the administration, and the board of
It is well known that Professor Andrew Haines is a tough trustees at Mitchell.
grader; his students have the lowest average grades among
Mitchell classes. His two corporations classes last spring for
The issues surrounding this controversy are complicated
second year students are the latest examples. Here is the and are fully understood by perhaps only a very few. Many
summary of the grades from those two classes:
students view the matter as a question of Haines' competency, but they are wrong. In the elective courses he has
1 - A
taught, there have been few, if any, complaints about his
3 - B
. teadling. Some of the gripes agains-t Haines's -teachiftg
5·3 ~ C
methods are justified. There' s no excuse for a professor
59 - D
calling his class a bunch of " losers.''

listening to them.
What the administration should do to alleviate the tensions in this controversy is to establish a common standard
qf judgment for every teacher to- follow. IL should seL up
programs: to train and develo_p its faculty staff 10 meet
established goals ~f performance. It's alsQ the job o f the
administration to make sure there is good communication
between itself and the faculty, and the students.

This fall the administration . announced that Haines
would not be teaching, any second year courses for at least
the first semester. He was assigned to work on the new discretionary admissions program and to recruit minority students for the school. Haines and the administration had
begun planning for this new admfssfons program larc~i. - fall, bu1 the timing of this move makes it ,!ppea r LhaI 1he
adminis1ra1ion doe& not support Haines. The administra11 - F
tion denies there is any connection between the wave of stuBut we are missing an important point. It's the opinion denl criticism last year and the removal of Haines from
Professor Douglas Heidenreich also known for his tough of _a number of students that there are several other pro- several classes.
grading, failed less than half the number that Haines did. fessors al Milchell who are not as competent as Haines. But
Haines disagrees:
The rest of the faculty members gave out only a couple of these other professors give higher grades and so the grumfailing grades.
bling of complaints never gets too loud.
In any event, the administration has not told Haines exacrly what his new job is or whether he will be back to his
Clearly it' s unfair for students Lo be judged by one stan- normal course lo.id in the spring. Maybe it's only the usual
When -1. asked Haines why students scored lower in his dard from_Haines·and by anolher Slandard from the rest o r confusion around the start of school and Dean Bruce Burclass than in their other classes, he replied- simply that the the faculty. !L's also unfair for students- to continue to ton 's recent illness, but this should not be allowed to constudents wrote poor papers for his exam. He said he agon- harass Haines about his grading wh en he'~ applying bis linue. The administration is not organizing or controlling
such situations of conflict properly.
·
ized over each failing grade he gave, reading the blue books standard in good fait h.
up to five times before he was finished. Haines added that
The re_spons~bility for changing ~h/s sit~ation does not lie Many students also share some resporisibility for the
anyone is welcome to examine the blue books to see for
solely with Hames. The school adm1mstrat1on has done a very failure o f this controvery lo be resol ed. They look upon
themselves how he graded them.
poor job of management during the controversy. When the situation in simple 1eans as a l::lattle eerween good and
In Haines's judgment those who failed his course did not students went to the administration last year to complain evil. They fail to see that sometimes their owri irrational
have an adequate understanding of the class material and about Haines the administration said, in so many words, feelings have gotten in the way of thinking clearly about
what is going on. Whenever I've probed students about
were unable to properly analyze the questions on the final. that it wasn't going to do anything about it.
Given the disparity between the average grades given out by
what it is exactly tha.t they dislike about Haines, it oftenYet it's the responsibility of the administration as mana- times comes down )O complaints about his style and perHaines and those given out by the rest of the faculty, it
seems clear that Haines is using a higher standard than the gers of the school to support its staff and facilitate im- sonal behaviorisms. White students at Mitchell are not used
provements.
to being taught by black teachers and I think this is one
rest of the faculty.
reason why students are more uncomfortable in Haines's
In this case they did neither. As a result Haines was left classroom.
Haines thinks that many other professors' standards are
too low.
on the hot seat and students felt the administration was not It's time the administration faced this situation squarely.
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National SBA organized
Last summer at the ABA/ LSD
annual meeting Chicago, unbeknown to many of those in the
legal profession, an historical
event took place. On August 5th ,
fifty-four Student Bar Association
Presidents met and formed the
National Association of Student
Bar Associations (NASBA). The
organization's members consist of

all the SBA Presidents at the 167
accredited law schools. The executive and administrative functions
of the organization are carried out
by three nat ional o fficers, and
thirteen local o fficers, one from
each circuit, who are selected by
the SBA presidents who attend the
annual meeting.

Statistical Analysis of.93 NASBA Questionnaires
LSD Reps
44 Appointed
45 Elected
WM Elected
Amount which the average school
SBA budgets per student
$14.87
WM $16.50

Compensation
editor
14 yes
68 no
WM Yz tuit ion

to

news paper

Students vote at Faculty mtgs.
17 yes
74 no

Frequency of SBA Meetings
41 Weekly
28 By-Weekly
3 Tri-Weekly
12 Monthly
WM Tri-Weekly

Students participate in Hiring of
Faculty
56 yes
34 no
WM no

Compensation to SBA President
18 yes
74 no
WM no

Students participate in Faculty
Tenure Process
26 yes
59 no
WM no

SBA Secretary employed
26 yes
66 no
WM yes

The national association was
fo rmed to promote the constant
flow of information and ideas between the various SBAs. In order
to achieve this objective several
workshops are held throughout
the country for SBA leaders.
These workshops are not only designed to provide an excellent opportunity for the exchange of information, but are also geared
toward preparing and educating
student leaders as to the role they
play as integral members of the
academic community. Attendance
at these workshops early in an
SBA president's term can substan- tially reduce the time it takes an
SBA president to become both
comfortable and proficient in his
or her office.
In addition to workshops,
NASBA publishes an excellent
president's . problem-sol v ing
ma nual containing substantive
programs, procedural information, and raw survey data from a
comprehensive survey of SBAs
throughout the country (see
below). NASBA has also established a " data bank" which contains the actual working documents of student bar associations,
any of which can be obtained at
minimal cost. In order to provide
a current flow of information between schools, NASBA publishes
a newsletter six times a year, send-

Al Bonin
ing news and information of SBA
and ABA/LSD activities to all law
schools.

The SBAs throughout the country represent approximatel y
50,000 law students. They are
faced with similar problems and
share similar goals. The establishment of NASBA is a major step
forward in the growth of each
SBA, as they strive to provide services for their students, enhance
the academic environment, and
shape the course of their chosen
profession.

As always, the success of any
undertaking especially of this
magniture cannot be attained
without dedicated people expending a great deal of time and
energy. The SBA presidents who
worked endlessly to get NASBA
off the ground this year should be
commended for their efforts. The
national coordinators who deserve
recognition are Paul Fogelberg
(NASBA President), Hamline
University School of Law, N . Kay
Bridger, University of Tulsa College of Law, and Vincent F . Lackner, Jr., New York University
School of Law.

WMCLDEAN
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BRUCE BURTON

Justice Wahl addresses
graduates
· luncheon for the 280 young law- time. I am ever grateful for that
yers who had just been sworn in- nourishment and that encourageWhen I, who I I years earlier had ment and that opportunity. And I
responded for the admittees, was cherish the opportunity that made
responding now for the Court. I it possible for me-after six years
recalled a squib from the Almanac as an appellate attorney in C . Paul
Section on the front page of the Jones' office, and after working
Minneapolis Tribune about the with University law students in the
time a local St. Paul ordinance lower courts of Hennepin County
was before a local U.S. District -to return to William Mitchell as
Ce>urt. An out-of-state visitor, a member of the faculty to estabreading a newspaper headline · lish with Roger Haydock the clini"Lord Upholds Ban On Nude cal program. These were exciting
Judge Hachey, Dean Burton, Dancing," said "Boy, He Sure years. Dean Heidenreich said to
distinguished members of the Moves in Wondrous Ways." I am us , " Establish a good clinical program. Period. " And he and the
Board of Trustees, dear colleagues inclined to agree.
faculty stood behind us all the way
sitting at the back of the classBut, however the way may open -:- A policy continued by Dean
wondering even now if you taught
us enough-celebrants and survi- and whatever I may achieve in the Burton, a policy which has enlaw, .the roots of that achievement abled this school to establish a
vors, Frie.nd.sare here in William Mitchell Col- unique clinical program carrying
What is to me a homecoming is , lege of -Law. It was here I learned the school's tradition of excellence
10 you a going for~h. That you to ask the questions, to identify
into the preparation and trial of
who have listened to, raced, plod- the issues, learned how and where cases, into the courtrooms, into
ded, plowed through so many to find the law-not necessarily th e hearing rooms, giving studen ts
millions of words should now find the answers-the answers still th e opportunity to learn , not only
have to listen to a few more before need 10 be constructed as I'm the law, but the canons o f ethics
laying your hands on that piece of finding on the court. I learned as they are brought to life by real
paper is the final test of endurance standards of excellence . I cases and real people.
we set before you. I am deeply remember sitting with Mr. DanMy four years here spanned a
pleased to have been chosen to say forth, as he critiqued my paper on whole student generation . . My
those words and greatly honored the Jurisdiction of Child Custody, learning didn't stop with my
to receive this degree at your sitting as I was later to sit with my teaching but proceeded apace.
hands. No other will ever -mean as own students in the Appeals What I miss on the court are the
much to me except .the one I re- Clinic, writing and rewriting, not students-not the opportunity to
ceived 11 years ago this month sit- just to get something good enough teach-I still have that but the opting where you are sitting now- to hand in but to get something portunity, year after year, to get
filled with pride, exhaustion, exul- good enough for the court, some- to know so many wonderful
tation and utter relief. Perhaps my thing that said what you wanted to people- you-with your many rerelief was greater than that of any say clearly, succinctly and effec- sources, your many dreams-vulother member of the class of 1967 tively. And always I felt, as a stu- nerable and seeking and not yet
because, there being no mid-year dent, nourishment and encourage- cynical. Seek me out, I need you.
graduation at that time, I had al- ment from the faculty and staff, a
ready taken the the-February bar willingness to work around perWhen Chief Justice Burger talks
exam, and had-one week before sonal problems, which we all have about 50% of lawyers being in-been admitted to the practice of had, making it possible for me to competent-he isn't talking about
law. That time came back to me learn all the law I was ·able learn most of the lawyers I know, nor
very clearly two weeks ago at the under the circumstances at that about the lawyers who were my

This past May, Justice Rosalie
Wahl returned to William Mitchell College of Law in the role of
commencement speaker. As ·a
former faculty member and
graduate of the law school, her
appearance was a "homecoming';
of rare moinent. Most of us who
listened to her words thought they
were truly perceptive and well
chosen. The following were Justice Wahl's remarks:_
.

students. I say to people, "I personally know 450 young and not
so young, lawyers over this state
in whose professional competence
I have the greatest confidence, in
whose hands I would not hesitate
to place legal matters of my own
or a defenseless, indigent clientwho would take the hard case, the
unpopular cause but who would
recognize the limits of their
knowledge in difficult and complex areas of the law and refer and
who would charge according to
ability to pay.

room, students listen as we dissect
court opinions, ridicule fuzzyheaded thinking, stifle passions as
unprofessional. We praise our
students by telling them they
"think like a lawyer," an ability
requiring a wholly analytical
matrix for dealing with problems.
"Within days after their arrival,
our first-year students learn about
Law Review. And it becomes an
idee fixe, which we encourage;,
that their careers will suffer if Law
Review, the quintessence of intellectual meritocracy, eludes their
grasp (even though this will happen to 90 percent of them).
Students soon conclude that if we
-and society-are to judge them
highly, they must prove themselves with their heads.

Is it true that in prizing intelligence-and prize it we mustwe as law teachers have become
inattentive to, indeed, rejecting of
matters of the heart as Curtis
Berger claimed in an article in the
New York Times, July 6, 1976,
"I believe that the head is atentitled, "The Heart of the Law is tached to the heart-not only
the Heart of Lawyer" ?
biologically-and that it is the
pulsating heart of the.professional
This Burger says:
man or woman that legal educa"Legal education is an intensely
cerebral pursuit. Inside the class-

continued on page 6

LETTERS
To the Editor:
The cancellation of the 16 credit
program was another example of
the student-be-damned attitude
the administration has at William
Mitchell. At least 20 second year
students had relied on the fact that
the administration would have a
16 credit section for the fall.

that those in the 16 credit program
would have to be unemployed,
full-time students.
As a result of this requirement I
know of at least two persons who
had to turn down clerkships for
this fall. I also know of another
second year student who cut his
working hours down to ten hours
a week to comply with this requirement and now is unable to
get his fulltime (40 hour) status
back.

In order to take the 16 credit
program the administration required the person to sign a statement promising that he or she
would not work more than ten
I received word that the 16
hours during the school year.
There are obviously not too many credit program was cancelled the
ten hour or less jobs available so
continued on page 11
in reality this was a requirement
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What's
new at
WMCL?
William Mitchell' s physical facilities were extensively renovated
over the summer and the following are highlights of some of the
changes.
Library: As was reported in the
last edition of the OPINION,
William Mitchell is seeking accreditation from the Association
of American Law Schools
(AALS). One of the requirements
for membership is that the library
have a seating capacity of 65070 of
total enrollment. With our current
enrollment, this means 650 study
places. In order to comply with requirement, the library has been
vertically expanded to include a
portion of the east wing of the
third floor. As before, the perimeters of the library will be marked
by fire doors. The doors to the
third floor have been opened so
that the central staircase provides
access to all three floors.

New study tables and chairs and
individual study carrels have been
added throughout the library so as
to bring total seating capacity to
604. The carrels are more space efficient than the old furniture in
that students tend not to use all
the spaces in the four and six seat
tables because of crowding. Students who are working on longterm research projects will be
given priority for the carrels.
Faculty library: Grants from the
R.C. Lilly Foundation and West
Publishing have been used to create a new faculty library in rooms
106-107 on the first floor. The library has a seating capacity of 40
and boasts new space-saving
shelving containing 7,000 volumes. Dean Burton expects that
the new facility will be most useful
to part-time faculty who have no
office space and yet need a place
for research and class preparation. The faculty library will also
be open to law review staffers and
moot court participants.
Etcetera: The audio visual room
will be in 208 this year and additional equipment has been
ordered. A new member of the
staff, Jan Peterson, will be in
charge. Other changes include
new furniture in the lounge, the
placement of permanent blackboards in the classrooms (we'll all
miss the humor of W. Anastas trying to use the old portable
models), and the acquisition of
judges' benches from the Federal
Courts Building for moot court in
room 208 .

Dean speaks to spouses
By Terry Zolhman

Speaking at the first meeting of
the William Mitchell Law Spouses
will be Dean and Mrs. Bruce Burton and Assistant Dean Marvin
Greene.
The meeting will be Sept. 6 at 7
p.m. in the Legal Education
Center building.
The law spouses organization
meets on the first Wednesday of
every month throughout the
school year. One of the functions
of the group is to be of service to
the school in a variety of areas:
helping with the annual homecoming, winter and spring graduation dinner dances, and moot
court. The main purpose of the

Two join faculty
Robert Helland-,-received JD
from University of Minnesota in
1954. From 1954-55 was assistant
professor at University of North
Dakota. From 1955-58 served as
officer in Army Judge Advocate
General's corp. Since 1958 has
been in private practice. Since
1969, has also been an adjunct
professor at the University of
Minnesota where he and Robert
Stein, University Vice President
and former law professor, collaborated in an estate planning
seminar.
Will be teaching Property I and
Estate Planning Seminar.

Lee Rosenfeld-1968 received BA
from University of Kentucky.
1974 received JD from University
of Louisville. 1977 received LLM
from Oxford in England. Since
then he has been an adjunct professor al the University of Louisville and in private practice.
Rosenfeld's article "Contracts of
the Insane-an exception to the
General Rule" will appear in the
1978 issue of Current Legal Problems in London. Will teach Civil
Procedure and Constitutional
Law.

Recycle Recycle Recycle Recycle
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organization, she added, is to
serve as a support group to help
each other through the difficult
times that law school creat.es.
Spouses and interested friends
of law students are invited to attend the September 6 meeting.
Officers of the Law Spouses are
president Carol Horseman, vice
president Mary Nawrocki, secretary Lori McP·artlin, treasurer
Evelyn Corliss, publicity chairperson Terry Zolhmann, sophomore representatives Jean
Sweeney and Sandy Swenson,
social co-chairpersons Nancy
Novak and Linda Koep, and
Moot Court co-chairpersons Debbie Houghton and Marrissa Ollila.

Students can register
to vote at the polls
Students who have not registered to vote in Minnesota may
still vote in the Sept. 12 primary
by registering to vote at their precinct.
Students must provide proof of
residence in order to register, or
may present one of three student
identification forms showing their
residence address in that precinct.
Polls will be open from 7am. to 8
p.m. on primary day. To find out
precinct polling locations, call the
voter registration division in your
city hall (St. Paul - 298-5441 ,
Minneapolis-348-2070).
Registration to vote in the
November 7 general election will
open Sept. 13 and close Oct. 17.
Out of state students may vote
in the primary provided they have
lived in Minnesota for 20 days and
present proof of residency at the
polls.
Out state students can vote by
absentee ballot in their home precinct, or can re-register to vote in
their new residence. Absentee
ballots can be obtained from the
Page 4

county auditor or the city clerk no
later than the day before the election and must be returned to the
county auditor or city clerk by the
last mail delivery on election day
in order to be valid .
Proof of residency can
show 1 in one of four ways:

"THAT ,Wtf'(NC(J.. ~SS€5
IUt( ftl\140E
tftA/lr'I Otf'fE-tl(N"< ~Nfl'JS ~ 'l-'Lt.

be

-presentation of a valid Minnesota driver's license or Minnesota identification card issued by
the Department of Public Safety
indicating current address;
-having a current registration
in the same precinct indicating a
previous address;
-presentation of a mailed
notice received from the voter
registration office indicating an
ins.ufficient registration;
-or having a registered voter
from the precinct confirm your
residence.
A student's valid address on a
student identification card, student fee statement or student registration card will also serve as
proof of residence.

..

Frederick named
outstanding student
Loretta Frederick has been named the 1977-78 winner of the 'Villiam
Mitchell College of Law A ward of Excellence.
The award is presented annually by the Student Bar Association "to
the student who has done the most in the preceding academic year to
enhance the good name and reputation of the college in and among the
legal and lay communities."
Frederick was chosen for her work on the Opinion newspaper and her
work in the Street Law Program. She is currently working for Legal Services in Winona, Minn. and awaiting the bar exam results.
The award carries with it a $100 prize.
OPINION

Loretta Frederick

'Maybe something
decent Will come of it'
by Diane Dube

"I got out of school and realized I didn't have a saleable skill."
"Law school was the last alternative-but all the other alternatives weren't any good."
"Law is an institution that
enters into all phases of society."
Some of the students in William
Mitchell's Class of 198-2 cited
these reasons why they are enrolled in law school. Nine members of
the first year class were interviewed at the SBA's (Student Bar
Association's) freshman party to
find out their reasons for studying
the law and what direction they
would like to be headed after
graduation.

Tom Mullaney has worked. with
delinquent adolescents in a group
home and in a factory. The student from Milwaukee said he took
the law boards four years ago and
postponed enrolling in law school
because he thought the profession
was elitist. Now he's hopeful
"something decent will come out
of it" and hopes to get into private practice as a labor lawyer or
working with youths.
Renee Beloy said she graduated
from college with a liberal arts degree and "realized I didn't have a
saleable skill." The St. Paul
woman who is originally from the
Iron Range worked a year for the
Attorney's Referral Service to see
if law was the area she wanted to

John McDonough, a St. Paul
native, said his reasons for enrolling in law school are basically personal-" I see law as an institution
that enters into all phases of society. l like to see myself as being
involved as a member of society,
helping formulate and change
society, and helping people at the
same time-getting my opinions
and feelings of justice incorporated into society." After graduation McDonough may be a trial
lawyer or get involved in the legislative process.

legal knowledge and are therefore
in fact powerless." She has
worked in social service and is
now working with delinquent boys
in the Hennepin County Home
School. Marty said she has seen
where legal knowledge can assist
people in obtaining their rights.
For Gene Mitchell of Minneapolis, law school is a chance to
broaden career alternatives and to
enrich his life. He currently works
for an insurance company and
sees a relationship between law
and insurance. An economics major, Mitchell worked for a year
and a half before enrolling in law
school. He sees many possibilities
for work in the corporate field,
but added he may change his
mind.

"I can't articulate specific reasons," Karn Haugen said, "but I
do know that at the point the decision was made to apply, I had
the reaction that that's what l
should be doing." Haugen, who is
now living in Minneapolis, said a
Judy Van Osdel said law has
law school education will give her always interested her. The Yankoptions for what she can do in the ton, South Dakota native was a
future but thinks she has an political science major in college
underlying desire to help people and has worked as a para-legal.
and be of service.
She plans to work for legal services or a poverty law program
"lt can't hurt someone to know after graduation.
about law as a consumer or citizen,'' she added. A sociology maSteve Lupp is interested in polijor in college, Haugen is working tics and had philosophy, history
on program development and de- and German majors in college.
sign for the Lutheran Brother- "Law school was the last alternahood.
tive," he admitted. Lupp, who
was born in West Germany, decid"I see law as one of the areas ed to forego law school when he
most restricted from the general saw the movie "The Paper
public," Judi Marty said. "Legal Chase" but decided the other alknowledge is not distributed open- ternatives weren't any good. Law
ly. To have legal knowledge is to school, Lupp added, is a chance
have power. One of my objectives to buy some time before making a
is to assist people who are without career choice.

Jule Hannaford (center) talks to Al Kildow during a break at orientation.

They say
I can do it

By Mike Boekhaus
we could expect in the next three
to four years, barring any unpleasant aspects.

Orientation-that somewhat
futile attempt to acclimate first
year students (at least they don't
call you "freshman") to the ways
and wisdom of law school, in less
than four hours.

William Mitchell College of
Law held its orientation for new
students August 18. l had the
privilege of being a member of
that proud and slightly apprehensive group which was getting its
first taste of law school.
We had all survived the usual
rigors of a registration of a
registration-waiting in lines, embarrassing ID pictures, o~t of
stock text books, and, of course,
the muggy Minnesota summer
(" Apparently the fee increase
wasn't for central air conditioning," a peer astutely pointed out).
Now, perhaps we would learn
some of the more pleasant aspects

Some instructors also turned
out to meet and greet the new students. One particular professor,
after viewing the group with a
critical eye and furrowed brow,
muttered to himself, "So, this is
the cream of the crop, eh?"

Be that as it may, the day's
events progressed smoothly and
the incoming class gave a good accounting of itself in showing up
on time, usually; managing a
general ripple of laughter for the
majority of the speakers' jokes;
and wreaking havoc on the claims
of some deodorants.
For their part, the speakers and
instructors attempted to dispell
many of the groundless fears of
law school the average new student may have.

Hennepin County District Court Judge Patrick Fitzgerald speaks to incoming students.

"You have chosen a fine and
honorable profession,'' we were
told. We had hoped so.

get involved in . She is now a legal
assistant with the Dorsey firm and
plans to see what' s available
before deciding on a permanent
course of action.
Another Iron Range native,
Debbie Kultana, said her interests
are in the areas of family law, civil
rights and sex discrimination . She
was prompted to enroll in law
school so that she would be able to
"represent people who really need
legal help.'' While an undergraduate, Kultona had planned on
teaching, but decide.ct she wanted
a changing field " where things are
happening." A political science
student, Kultana said government
is where the power is and that a person has to have a say to get anything done.

"You are all very capable of
handling the material or you
wouldn't be here," we were reminded. We had reminded ourselves of this many times, but it
helped to hear someone else say it.
All in all, it was an informative
and helpful session. I, for one, left
with a feeling of confidence, determination, and purposefulness
for the coming academic years.
After all, it was just the beginning. You can't crack up yet.

Crack up yet.
Everywhere they turned, first year students had to wait in line.

Crack up yet.
Crack up yet. ..
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Wahl's
experience
•
•
•
1s campaign issue
•

•

Associate Justice Rosalie Wahl, trial experience, either as a trial
the first woman to serve on the lawyer or as a trial judge.
Minnesota Supreme Court, faces
three challengers in her bid this
Wahl rejects these criticisms
fall for election to a six year term. and says her record speaks for
i:self. She graduated from William
Wahl's opponents in the Sept. Mitchell in 1967. She served with
12 primary are:
the state Public Defender's Office
for seven years before coming to
J. Jerome Plunkett, who served Mitchell in 1973. She and froas the St. Paul Municipal Court fessor Roger Haydock established
.judge for 12\lz years, and has been the clinical program at Mitchell
district court judge for the last 11 where she taught the Misdeyears. Prior to being appointed meanor and Criminal Appeals
municipal court judge in 1954, clinics. Wahl also supervised the
Plunkett was assistant St. Paul University of Minnesota student
city attorney. His duties included clinical program.
litiprlon of worker's compensaKathleen Davis, a former stution claims and personal injury
dent director for the clinical proand condemnation cases.
gram, presently an attorney with
Minneapolis Legal Aid, praised
Daniel Foley, who practiced law Wahl's work with the clinical profor 18 years before being ap- gram. "Each student was assigned
pointed district court judge in two defense cases and one. prose1966. Foley's son Tom is running cutorial case so that each particifor Ramsey County Attorney.
pant dealt with at least three clients," she said. "The students
Robert W. Mattson, who served were required to follow each case
on the attorney general's staff for through to its conclusion, whether
five years, was in private practice it was a trial, a dismissal, or an
for four years, and in 1964 was ap- early plea."

Justice Rosalie Wahl

Wahl
continued from page 3
tion has avoided.
"I do not assert that legal education makes our graduates evil,
but I do believe that legal education makes out graduates less feeling, less caring, less sensitive to
the needs of others, less tolerant
of the frailties of their fellow creatures, even less alarmed about the
injustices of our society, than they
were when they entered law
school.
"What concerns me is the
mind-set and the heart-set into
which we mold our students: that
it is better to be smart than passionate, that people who feel too
deeply tend not to think too clearly, that a fine intellect can rationalize any position or state of affairs, no matter how outrageous
or indecent or unjust."
It is not that we are psychologists or social workers or
therapists. We are none of these.
We are lawyers-trained to solve
those human problems which lend
themselves to legal solutions. But
we are concerned about the social
and political and economic context in which those problems occur and we care about the human
beings who have those problems.
We are lawyers like Nick Schapps
-a student and · friend-class of
1976-whose love of the law and
love of people led him from a
comfortable successful professional life in the Ramsey County
Attorney's office to go as a
VISTA volunteer to a far corner
of Alaska to work with the native
Eskimos and Indians, to die there
tragically but doing what he
wanted to do in a place "where
people really needed someone to
fight for their legal rights and
bring them justice." Those places
are there and here as well where an
estimated 70% of the people still
need someone to fight for their
legal rights and bring them justice.
Not so wild a dream, as Eric
Severeid once said, as those who
profit by postponing it pretend.
We are lawyers, like Louis
Brandeis, that incredible man and
lawyer, who before he went to the
United States Supreme Court, for
sook a lucrative private practice
for the public arena as the
"people's attorney," paying his
own law firm for his own time
when he acted in that capacity and
charging no fee for the services
perf9rmed, saying, when asked

why he did it, "I have only one
life and it is short enough. Why
waste it on things I don't want
most? I don't want money or property most. I want to be free."
Brandeis had a characteristic that
set him apart from other lawyers.
Before taking a case, public or private, he had to be sure of the
moral soundness of his position.
He would act only when he believed in the legitimacy of his clients'
cases. When men came to him
who were clearly in the wrong, he
would tell them so, and try to get .
them to set that their best interests
in the long run would be to do the
right thing. When one of his clients went bankrupt, Brandeis
agreed to help the family only
after they had pledged that they
wanted the fairest possible settlement for their creditors. When his
client, the Wisconsin Central, had
to be reorganized, he personally
assumed responsibility in order to
secure a fair representation of all
parties.
By his example, Brandei~ asked
lawyers to start making moral
judgments and to stop turning
their backs on complex situations.
In a I 907 address he declared,
"What the lawyer needs to redeem
himself (he would say herself as
well today) is not more ability or
physical courage but the moral
courage in the face of financial
loss and personal ill-will to stand
for right and justice."
After Governor Perpich announced last June that he would
appoint me to the Minnesota
Supreme Court, a news story appeared in which I was quoted as
saying that Louis Brandeis was
one of my heroes. A friend of
mine whose father had been a
philosopher at the University of
Wisconsin and Who in her growing
up had known as a family friend
Brandeis' daughter Elizabeth,
whose husband also taught at
Wisconsin, sent a clipping of this
article to Elizabeth Brandeis
Raushenbush, now a very old
lady. I treasure E.B.'s reply to my
friend, "It is good to think," she
said, "there are still people admiring my father." I want to tell her
there are still people-including
lawyers-who not only admire her
father but are still standing-even
in the face of -financial loss and
personal ill-will-for right and
justice. And you will be among
them.
Thank you.

pointed Attorney General. Mattson did not run for a full term in
1966, but returned to private practice, where he is presently involved
primarily in anti-trust cases. Mattson is the father of State Auditor
Robert Mattson.
Wahl was appointed to the Supreme court on Oct 3, 1977 by
Governor Rudy Perpich. Judges
run for a full six years term at the
first election occurring at least one
year after their appointments,
rather than for the balance of the
previous judge'.s term.
Wahl's diallengers say that she
doesn't have the experience necessary to be a supreme court justice.
"She has limited legal experience," Mattson said. "She has
basically no public experience except for her appointment.''
Plunkett said Wahl is unqualifled because she has't had enough

She continued, "Rosalie went
over each student's trial brief, giving helpful advice. The quality of
the work from the students was
good because Rosalie demanded
excellence."
Davis said that in the work she
is doing now, the courtroom exposure and classroom work were invaluable. "The clinics," she said,
"were not a process of parading
people through to watch but were
a personal involvement."
In a telephone intei:.view,
Plunkett clarified his Minneapolis
Star statement that the Mitchell
clinical program "was merely taking students down and showing
them where the criminal court
was." He said the point he was
·trying to make was that students
can receive more valuable experience by clerking for, as an example, a public . defender. He said
those students are involved, he
sees them day to day, and that

they are doing a good job.
Wahl said that a judge sitting
on the bench might not be aware
of student involvement in the
clinical program because much of
the work was behind the scenes.
"Students gained invaluable
experience in interviewing their
clients, in familiarizing themselves
with the court processes and court
services and in making decisions
along the way of how best to
represent their clients. Perhaps the
most important experience for
students was in dealing with
human beings."
Wahl explained that each student worked under the supervision
of the attorney of record. Many of
the cases did not go to trial, Wahl
admitted, but, she said, "that was
because student preparation was
so good that the cases were either
dismissed or there was an early
plea if the situation warranted it.''
Mattson did not share
Plunkett' s criticism of the clinical
program. He said he knew a little
about the school because his son
went to Mitchell and that "the
comment concerning the clinical
program was Plunkett's, not
mine" and that he had no comment.
In addition to Wahl's appellate
experience, she has also worked
with indigents and done defense
work at the lowest level of the judicial system. This experience, she
claims, other members of the
court do not have. Wahl feels that
it is crucial for the supreme court
justices to have a broad spectrum
of experience.
As for Plunkett's comment that
she lacks trial bench experience,
Wahl points out that probably no
more than one-third of the total
number of state supreme court
justices nationwide have been trial
judges.
When asked how she likes her
new job, Wahl said that she loves
it. "lt'.s what I've always wanted
to do."

Client counseling
competition begins

By Barb Gislason
Since its birth in 1969, the ABA
sponsored Client Counseling
Competition has gained national
status. In 1977 and. 1978, over 100
ABA accredited law schools participated, by sending teams to the
Regional and, if successful, National Competitions. ·Topics have
varied from Family Law, to Corporate Law, to Landlord Tenant
Law. This year's topic is Legal
Malpractice.

William Mitchell teams seem
particularly adept at this competition. In 1977, William Mitchell
sent its first team to the Regional
Competition and it finished second. In 1978, the William Mitchell
team won the Regional Competition and proceeded to the Nationals at New York University,
where the team made a strong
showing. In 1979, William Mitchell anticipates a National victory.
-The purpose of the Client
Counseling Competition is to encourage students to develop their
interviewing, planning, and
analytical skills within a simulated
office context. In the competition,
a team of two students must
utilize a 30 minute interview to
ascertain a client's legal problems,
OPINION

.
obtain pertinent information, res- not receive the actual problem unpond to difficult legal questions til 10 days before the competition.
and establish a fee schedule and This practice reflects the competifuture plan of conduct, while tion emphasis on client counseling
creating an atmosphere of trust skills. Despite the emphasis, suband confidence. At the end of the stantive knowledge of the subject
interview, the team has 15 minutes matter may be decisive. In the
to dictate a memorandum encom- morning round of the 1978
passing factual and legal aspects Regionals, William Mitchell competed ·a gainst a Missouri team
of the interview.
equally strong in client counseling
Teams preparing for the com- skills_ The judges made it clear
petition generally focus more on that the William Mitchell teams
client counseling Skills than on won because because of its
substantive law. · In order to superio·r knowledge of the subject
develop these skills, teams utilize matter and ability to use that
law school freshman, posing as knowledge creatively.
clients, for videotaped trial runs.
These videotapes help teams
In 1979, the William Mitchell
evaluate such factors as: l) team lntraschool Client Counseling
function; 2) adequacy of response Competition will be conducted by
to client questions; 3) ability to a Board composed of 1978
convey a professional demeanor; Regional Winners Barbara
and 4) weak spots in their wtder- Gislason and Barbara Swan, second-year student John Ramey and
standing of the substantive law.
third year student Jodi BettenIn addition to trial runs, teams berg. Professor Mel Goldberg will
benefit from "client" feedback, serve as the faculty advisor for ' a
client counseling reading second year and, hopefully, for
materials, and advice from faculty many years to come.
members and attorneys practicing
Barbara Gislason is a third year
in this particular area of law.
student and along with Barbara
Although teams learn the topic Swan won the Regional Client
for the Client Counseling Compe- Counseling Competition last
tition months in adv3.J'lc.e, the do March.

Whatever happened to the $175 air conditioner that the SBA bought last
summer that now can't be found? Hearsay will offer a free subscription
to the OPINION to anyone who can help the bewildered ·sBA find it.

Law School Graduates
Taking
the July 1978 Bar Exam
Took MBA/BAI

Despite what Dean Green said at orientation and what other professors
have repeated in classes since then, it is a myth, we repeat a myth, that
daily attendance records must be kept by the school to fulfill ABA accreditation standards. Our snooping Hearsay reporter has found that
the ABA guidelines only say that "regular and punctual class attendance is necessary." This clearly doesn't require calling the role in every
class or keeping the attendance sheets oreserved for nosey ABA investigators. In addition, calling the role isn't required by the Association of
American Law Schools (AALS) to which Mitchell is seeking accreditation. Its standards don't mention mandatory class attendance. Besides
this, neither the University of Minnesota Law School nor Hamline
keeps as close an eye on attendance as Mitchell does. Presumably the
faculty and administration at those two schools have something better
to do with their time. So the next time your professor says that he or she
has to take attendance because of concern for the school's accreditation, stand up and say, "It just -ain't so." Tell them you read about it in
Hearsay.

Hearsay urges everyone t.o please park on Portland and Ashland Aves.
The only way the residents on these streets are going to be able to park
in front of their houses is to have the police issue them special permits
and prohibit anyone else from parking in the publicly paid for streets.
If we don't park there then the residents won't get upset enough to
pressure the city and the police to do something. We'll continue to be
subjected to those obnoxious signs on the doors and notices in the
docket every week asking us to "please" not park on the street. So park
on Portland and Ashland and put an end to the no parking signs.
Who's running the Criminal Appeals Clinic, anyway? Apparently not
Clinic director, Roger Haydock. It seems that Professor C. Paul Jones,
one of the teachers of the course and State Public Defender, is insisting
on firing one of the part-time instructors after this semester because he
does not work in the State Public Defender's Office. Hearsay's
Powerplay Award of the Month goes to Jones for consolidating the
most power under his control since our last issue.

Minnesota
Bar ReviewI BRI.-Jnc.

Viva New York Times v. Sullivan!
Administration evaluation:
Rate'the administraiion's handling of grades on a scale of one to two.

861 West / Butlef' Square Building
100 North 6th Street
Mimeapolis/ Miinesota 155403
612133819n

Check one:

Exclusively Minnesota

D
1

D
2

Our Hearsay reporter discovered that the book list calls for first year
students of Professor C. Paul Jones' Criminal I course to purchase
"Minnesota Criminal Procedure Vol. I and 2", 1974, and the Minnesota Police Law Manual, 1976, by said professor. This despite the fact
that the Minnesota Rules of Criminal Procedure (which take up onethird of the law manual and are discussed at length in the two-volume
set) were amended in 1977-a fact Jones should know since he served on
the Supreme Court Advisory Committee on the Rules of Criminal Procedure which recommended the amendments to the rules. Looks like
another case of royalties over up-to-date information.

Minnesota Bar Review/BAI, Inc. has the experience (over 15
years) to give YOU the best likelihood of success.

Over 90°/o
of our students during the past five years have passed the
Minnesota Bar Exam .

Tuition Includes:

Is it true that Dean Burton got hepatitis at the Edina Country Club?

1/ Outlines (Yours to keep!)
2/ Lectures
3/ Practice Exams
4/ Writing Seminars
5/ Audio Cassettes

Law student: Are you paranoid?
Professor: Why do you ask?

Dec. '7 8 Grads

Register before Nov. 1st--Save $50.00

May '79 Grads
Register before April lst--Save $50.00

1st & 2nd Year Students
Register Now! For only $50.00 deposit you will receive the
1978 outlines now and a new set before you take the Bar
Exam. By registering now you are also guaranteed a $50.00
discount on the bar review course.

Contact your Campus Reps
or the MBA/BAI Office 338-1977
WMCL
Janine Laird
Vicky Newcome

Al Bonin
Thomas Lovett
Chris Mayer

OPINION

at the Prom Center
1190 University Ave. St. Paul
$1.50 for Mitchell students
$2.00 for non-Mitchell students
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INQUIRY

Stacey Ellison:
breath after death
y Bob Davis

Editor's note: Denise Ellison,
mother of 4Y2-year-old Stacey,
pleaded guilty to first degree manslaughter after a day and a half of
testimony in her third degree
murder trial. She said she lost her
temper with her daughter on June
3rd and hit her until she became
limp and unconscious. Stacey was
taken to Children's Hospital.
Within hours her brain function
ceased and her heart was maintained by a respirator. Although
her death certificate was signed on
June 16, the life support systems
were not unplugged until July 11.
Denise will be sentenced on Sept.
26.

Much publicity has recently
been given to the concept of
"brain death.'-' Issues involving the
concept have been arising with increasing frequency in criminal and
civil litigation. National attention
focused earlier this summer on
Ramsey County District Court
special proceedings dealing exclusively with brain death.
Close examination of the concept reveals a certain anomaly.
The term brain death implies a
kind of death that is somehow distinguishable from ordinary death.
Brain death is generally used to
describe the conditions of a person whose organic functions are
maintained by external support
systems, whose life processes
would cease if these extraordinary
medical support systems were terminated. The cause of brain death
is destruction of the central nervous system, fatal injury to the
brain.
A unique characteristic of the
brain (separating the central nervous system from other physiological systems) is the irreversibility of the cessation of function .
While hearts, kidneys, and other
organs can be preserved and transplanted (the organ's operation is
stopped, then induced) the brain
cannot be transplanted because
once the brain stops, central nervous function cannot be induced .
Once damaged, most of the organic systems (respiratory, circulatory, digestive, excretory) can to
some degree heal and return to
full function . The irreversibility of
death is essentially a result of the
irreversibility of the loss of central
nervous system function. While
other organs might recover and
resume function after debilitating
injury, the brain cannot, with certain specific exceptions involving
hypothermia and extreme intoxication.

generation has led to controversy
over the preservation of life and
the attendant ethical considerations.
The renowned case of Karen
Quinlan, 70 N .J . 10, 355 A.2d
647, first brought national attention to the potential problems in
this area. Karen Quinlan, while
not brain dead, had sustained loss
of all but autonomic nervous system function. Since the loss was
irreversible, the central issue concerned the propriety o{ continuing
the use of medical technology with
the associated cost to sustain the
body of Karen Quinlan when the
person was forever gone due to incurable brain damage.
An entirely different situation
exists when the brain damage is so
extensive that all levels of central
nervous system function cease.
When the respirator was removed
from Karen Quinlan, the minimal
central nervous system function
present was sufficient to sustain
spontaneous respiration and
circulation. Frequently, however,
the loss of nervous system function is so complete that no physiological functions are able to continue without external assistance.
In this case, when functions such
as heartbeat and breathing are artificially continued, is the person
alive?

"The term brain
death implies a
kind of death
that is somehow distinguishable from
ordinary death"

adopted by the medical community, an incongruity between the
medical and legal criteria for the
occurrence of death developed.
Under the still prevailing common
law definition of death, it became
possible that a body dead under
the Harvard standards could still
be considered legally alive.
The most widely used formulation of the common law rule as to
the occurrence of death is from
Black' s Dictionary: "death: the
cessation of life, the ceasing to exist, defined by physicians as a
total stoppage of the circulation
of the blood, and a total cessation
of animal and vital functions
consequent thereon such as
respiration, pulsation, etc. "
Determining death has tradi,
tionally had legal significance only
in the context of time of death
questions, usually involving simultaneous fatal injuries and a need
to establish sequence of death. In
disposing of the problem, courts
have either specifically referred to
Black's definition as embodying
the common law rule (Griegel's
Administrator v Orth's Executor,
236 SW2d 460 (Ky. Ct. App.,
1915), Smith v Smith, 229 Ark.
579, 317 SW2d 275 (1950) ,
Schmidt v Pierce, 344 SW2d 120
(Mo, 1961), In re Estate of
Schmidt, 261 Cal App2d 262, 57
Cal Rptr 847 (1968)) or have ruled
that evidence of heartbeat , circulation or respiration are unquestionable indicia of life ( Vaegemast
v Hess, 203 MN 207, 280 NW 641
(1938), Glover v Davis 366 SW2d
277 (Tex, 1963), United Trust Co.
v Pyke 199 Kan I, 427 P2d 67
(1967)).
In the sole Minnesota case dealing with this problem, Vaegemase
(supra), the court went so far as to
decline to find a person dead at
the moment of partial decapitation. Instead the court relied upon
the termination of circulation as
evidenced by lack of further
bleeding as the essential criterion
for death .
In the past, the reliance upon
pulse and breathing in determining the onset of death was justifiable. These processes terminated
at roughly the same time brain
function ceased .

The first formal attempt to deal
with this question occurred in
1968 when the Harvard Medical
School ad hoc committee to exThe medical profession until reamine the definition of brain
death developed a definition of cently had no means of gauging
death with brain related indicia re- the presence of brain function
placing the more traditional vital other than by the continuance of
signs as the determining criteria. the vital functions . During the last
Confronted with increasing several decades, however, medical
numbers of cases where a body science has developed the ability
with fatal brain injuries had res- to independently measure brain
piration and circulation main- processes and the technology to
tained by external support sys- maintain physiological function in
From a biological point of view, tems, the Harvard Committee the absence of a functioning cendeath in higher animals is synony- proposed three criteria for deter- tral nervous system. These technomous with brain death. Without a mining the occurrence of death: logical advances have presented a
situation that was unknown at the
functioning brain, other physiological systems cannot spontaneI) unreceptivity and unrespon- time when the definition of death
ously continue, just as a brain siveness to external stimuli and in- as ce:;sation of circulation and
respiration was formulated . A
cannot continue to function in the ner need;
body can be maintained in a conabsence of circulation, respiration, etc.
2) no spontaneous movements dition traditionally defined as
or breathing during a prolonged alive despite irreversible and terminal deterioration of central nerThe reason for the development period of observation;
vous system processes.
of this rather specious concept is
the failure of the law to keep pace
3) no reflexes.
with the developments of medical
Courts have had to deal with
technology. The ability of physi- (" A Definition of Irreversible numerous situations involving excians to sustain physiological Coma," JAMA, Vol. 205, No. 6, traordinary maintenance of vital
function with the use of respira- Aug. 5, 1968.)
signs, ranging from claims of
tors, cardio-stimulants, and
wrongful death for termination of
various drugs that retard tissue deAs these standards were life support systems of a "brain
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dead" patient ( Tucker's Administrator v Lower, #2831, (L & Eq.
Ct. of City of Richmond, Virg.,
May 25, 1972), to dispute over the
cause of death of head injured
assault victims, whose pulse- and
breathing had continued in spite
of fatal wounds until "the plug
was pulled" (NYC Health & Hospital Corp. v. Sulsona, 367 NYS 2d
686 (1975), People v Saldana, 47
Cal App 3d 954, 121 Cal Rptr
(1975), Commonwealth v Golston, 366 NE 2d 744 (Mass, 1977));
see also State v Gerszewski,
(unpublished memorandum,
Lebedoff, J. , D.C. file #70261,
Hennepin Cty, June, 1978).
In order to resolve potential
problems in this area, jurisdictions have passed legislation in
some form, either delineating
criteria for death other than a
mere presence or absence of vital
signs, or merely stating that when
a person has suffered "irreversible
cessation of total brain function
as defined by the accepted medical
practice," that person is dead.
Problems with "brain death"
have still arisen in the form or
challenges either to the power of
the legislature to define the criteria for establishing death (State
v Shaffer, 574 P2d 205 (Kan,
1977), or to the constitutional
adeauacv of the statute (People v
Vanderford, 258 NW 2d 502
(Mich , 1977):

"Eighteen jurisdictions have
passed legislation in some
form"

In jurisdictions without any
legislation dealing with brain
death, courts have uniformly sett!-

ed on the position that the common law rule defining death is sufficiently flexible to allow an application of the rule with the
recently developed medical standards supplanting the more traditional medical approach (Golston,
supra, Sulsona, supra, Saldana,
supra.)
Which approach is preferable,
statutory or case by case development of the common law? Legislation is favored in many quarters
and appears to be the current
trend, but statutory resolution is
not without potential difficulties.
A bill could be badly and ambiguously written, and create as much
uncertainty as it dispels. A statute,
if overly specific, could freeze the
medical profession's standards in
determining death, acting as a
brake on the advancement of
medical technology. Even worse,
divergence in the statutes from
state to state could result in differing standards in different states.
The statutes currently in effect
range in complexity from Montana's-which simply states, "A
human body with irreversible
cessation of total brain funct.ion,
as determined according to usual
and customary standards of
medical practice, is dead for all
legal purposes," Mont. Laws,
1977, ch .228-to the Kansas statute which elaborates numerous,
and possibly inconsistent, standards to be applied in the·alternative in various situations.
In an attempt to develop uniformity, the House of Delegates
of the ABA in 1975 adopted the
proposal of its Law and Medicine
Committee for a recommended
statute that simply reads, "For all
legal purposes, a human body
with irreversible cessation of total
brain function, according to usual
and customary standards of medical practice, shall be considered
dead." A nearly identical draft
was approved earlier this summer
in New York by the National Conference of Commissioners of Uniform State laws.
The spectrum of potential probcontinued on next page

lems that can develop when the
law in this area is not well defined
was highlighted by the recent
Ramsey County case involving
Stacey Ellison and the Children's
Hospital's petition co district
court seeking an order to terminate the mechanical and pharmacological support systems.

"The spectrum
of potential problems ... was
highlighted by
recent Ramsey
county case involving Stacey
Ellison"

That case involved exceptional
ci(cumstaQ,ces which, combined
with the ambiguity in the law resulting From diverging medical
and legal indicia of death, placed
the hospital and county in an uncertain position.

The patient, a young girl, had
sustained massive head trauma.
As a matter of routine practice, a
mechanical respirator was used to
control and maintain her
breathing during and after the surgical procedures employed to alleviate the destructive intra-cranial
pressures caused by brain hemorrhaging. Despite the · artificial
maintenance of the patient's vital
signs, Stacey Ellison's condition
deteriorated to the point where,

under the standards used by the
hospital, she was medically dead.
In such a situation, the attending physician before pronouncing
the patient dead normally consults
with the immediate family, explains the situation and obtains
their consent before discontinuing
the artificial support systems. The
only immediate relative available
in this case was Stacey Ellison's
mother, Denise, who was
suspected of child abuse and had
by that point been charged by the
county attorney's office with the
aggravated assault of her daughter. Denice Ellison refused to consent to a termination of the "life"
support systems on her daughter.

While the hospital refused to
terminate the support systems
before obtaining family consent,
the attending physician proceeded
to declare the patient dead and
issued a death certificate.
Minnesota law requires that
when death is apparently from unnatural causes, the body is to be
turned over to the coroner for
autopsy. The death certificate
must be signed by the coroner to
be complete. But no autopsy
could be performed as long as the
mechanical support systems were
continued.
This situation was further aggravated by Stacey Ellison's status
as a welfare patient. The Ramsey
County Welfare Department was
responsible for the enormous expense involved in maintaining the
vital processes of Stacey Ellison.
Did that responsibility continue
once the patient had been declared
dead?
In an effort to extricate itself
from this difficult situation, the
Children's Hospital petitioned the
district court for an order of authorization to pull the plug.
This course of action was not

free of difficulties. Various legal
questions collateral to the issue of
defining death threatened to interfere.
Does the judiciary have authority to grant the order requested by
petitioner? Did the petitioner
Children's Hospital have the standing necessary for the court to
assume jurisdiction over the matter? Who would be the necessary
and proper parties to any proceedings that would ensue, particularly
in light of the extent of the public
interest in whatever decision
might be made?
Additional complications resulted from the untenable position
in which the county attorney's office was placed. The county attorney's office has the obligation
to represent the State's interest in
district court litigation. Traditionally in questions of this kind the
State takes the most conservative
position, favoring the preservation of "life" in whatever form it
might arguably be found (In the
Matter of Karen Quinlan, A((eged
Incompetent, 137 NJ Super 227
(1975) and 355 A2d647 (1976),
Roe v Wade, 410 US113, 93 Set
705 (1973).
The county attorney's office
was precluded from arguing that
position by collateral actions
based on the premise that Stacey
Ellison was dead at the time of issuance of the death certificate.
Prior to the initiation of the
special proceedings on the
hospital's petition, a criminal
complaint had been filed in
district court charging Denice
Ellison with the murder of her
daughter. The Welfare Department represented by the county
attorney's office claimed that
financial responsibility for Stacey
Ellison's medical treatment ended
when she was initially pronounced
dead.

ceedings, additional questions medical community at any given
arose. What standards for deter- time for determining the onset o
mining when brain death occurred death were incorporated into th
should be used?
legal definition of death.

''Unfortunately
most of the problems that the
court faced ..
remained unsolved.''

The Children's Hospital endorsed the standards recommended in 1976 by the Minnesota State
Medical Association's ad hoc
committee on death, which were
more technically refined than the
older Harvard standards. Testimony was received indicating that
European countries employed
standards that differed from both
the Minnesota and Harvard standards. Depending upon which
standards were employed, Stacey
Ellison could have been found to
be brain dead or · in a chronic
vegetative state akin to that of
Karen Quinlan at the time of the
issuance of the death certificate.
(The essential difference between
the various standards is the techniques used to check for central
nervous system activity and the
point during the progressive deterioration at which the loss of function is deemed irreversible).

This latter problem approached
mootness as the proceedings continued. The body of Stacey Ellison
became brain dead under even the
During the course of the promost conservative standards conceivable as physical decomposition and disintegration of the
' body continued unchecked by the
artificial support systems.
In the end, the court was even
able to circumvent the problem of
whether it had authority to grant
the relief requested by the petitioner. The court delivered its
final order in terms of a declaratory judgment decree, reasoning
that since the common law definition of death relied upon medical
criteria (historically the presence
of vital signs), whatever medical
criteria were relied upon by the

Unfortunately most of the problems that the court faced in this
case remained unsolved. The decision of what criteria should be
used in differentiating between a
brain dead patient and a patient in
a chronic, irreversible vegetative
state was not made. The problem
of determining when Stacey
Ellison died and who was n:spons-ible for the enormous cost of the
care and support administered to
Stacey Ellison remained.
The ambiguous state of the law
existing before the petition was
brought continues. The decision
has no binding precedential value
and only the parties to the action
were affected by the ultimate outcome. Given the proper circumstances, the case could be
repeated. Even now, a criminal
negligence case which involves a
brain dead auto accident victim
upon whom the plug was pulled
even though vital signs were present when aided by artificial support systems is pending in Ramsey
County District Court. If fully litigated, the question of the cause o
the victim's legal death; the acci
dent or the termination of the, espirator, will have to be dealt wit h.
Case law decisions could eventually fulfill the legal void that
currently exists in Minnesota surrounding the incongruity of
brain dead person who continues
to breathe and whose heart continues to beat. But unless legislation is passed which dispels Th
ambiguity of the law in this area,
further redundant litigation can
be expected over such issues as th
propriety of organ transplan
from a body arguably yet alive,
the possibility of premature teaiJ1
nation of life support -systems,
and even questions of the respon
sibility for the enormous expens
in maintaining vital processes in
body neither clearly alive no
dead.
While passage of some variety
of a uniform brain death bill will
not eliminate all possibiltiy of litigation in this area, lawsuits over
questions already litigated could
be more easily avoided. In any
case, the elimination of uncertainty over legal liability for the
medical profession in what ·are
currently ambiguous situations
by itself justifies legislative action.
Bob Davis is a third year student
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Summer conventions
draw Mitchell
representatives

By Tom Copeland

National Lawyers Guild

William Mitchell's Student Bar
Association won the Outstanding
SBA A ward for schools of comparable size at the Law Student
Division (LSD) of the American
Bar Association annual meeting
held in New York City August
4-8.

Amidst a southern rural setting,
over 450 members of the National
Lawyers Guild (NLG) gathered in
Richmond, Kentucky to attend
their National Executive Board
meeting August 11-13.
The main topic of discussion
during the weekend was a resolution before the body to publish a
report written by a delegation of
NLG members who had visited
the Middle East. The report cited
violations by Israel of the human
rights of Palestinians in the Israeloccupied areas of the Middle East.
After heated debate publication of
the report was approved by a large
majority.

Mitchell students attending the
five days of activities were LSD
representative Patti Bartlett, SBA
president Al Bonin, and OPINION editor Tom Copeland. The
three met with similar law school
officeholders from across the
country. Their travel, hotel, and
registration expenses were paid by
the SBA.
Delegates to the LSD Assembly
elected new national officers for ABA
the coming year, passed several
Celebrating its 100th anniverresolutions and attended a variety
of workshops, caucus meetings sary, the American Bar Association held its annual convention in
and parties.
New York City at the same time as
The LSD delegates took a most the LSD convention.
unusual action in voting to repriIn a major decision, the ABA
mand their outgoing national
president, Michael Hollis, on a 2-1 voted to drop its longtime recomvote. Charges against Hollis in- mendation against television adcluded appointing his friends to vertising by lawyers, and adopted
administrative positions without liberal guidelines for news coverproper notice, jeopardizing the age of court proceedings. The vote
relationship between the LSD and to alter the code of ethics was
other organizations, accepting a more than two to one. The code is
free bar review course and lying not binding on the state bars but
about it to the Board of Gover- has served as a model for most
nors, misusing LSD funds, and state-imposed prohibitions against
others. Hollis denied taking any television advertising.
actions which were detrimental to
the LSD ..
The LSD Assembly passed
other resolutions which recommended merit appointment of federal district judges and United
States attorneys; encouraged lawyers to give more time to public interest lawyering; and recognized
that practical training of law students in the form of internships
and limited representation of clients in court is an essential aspect
of legal education.
The last resolution was submitted in response to People v. Perez,
a recent California Court of Appeals decision which invalidated
the State Bar of California Rules
Governing the Practical Training
of Law Students. The immediate
effect of this decision was to scuttle the law school clinical programs in the state. The court held
that student appearances constituted an unlawful practice of law
by an unlicensed person and students were liable to a misdemeanor charge. (A fuller treatment of this case which is being
appealed will be handled in a forthcoming issue of the OPINION.)
The LSD ~as chapters in. 169
law schools with a membership of
over 30,000. Having increased its
membership substantially over the
past year, the LSD now represents
26"lo of all law students in the
country. Currently 23"lo of Mitchell students belong to the LSD;
Patti Bartlett expects the number
to increase during the school year.
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ity discrimination. Law student
members of the Twin Cities
Chapter last year organized antiBakke activities and produced a
video tape of their work which
was shown at the Kentucky conference.
Law students held a day long
series of workshops at the conference and introduced a resolution
at the plenary session which voted
$1500 to the National Law Student Organizing Committee. This
committee hopes to organize great
numbers of law students and
enlargen their role within the
Guild.
The three day conference was
highlighted by a presentation on
the United Mine Workers strike
by members of the union and
Guild attorneys involved in providing legal assistance. Numerous
workshops were also held on subjects such as gay rights, jury selection techniques in dealth penalty
cases, women in Cuba today, and
the anti-nuclear movement.

The National Lawyers Guild is
ing federal and state governments
to pay for the abortions of women an organization of about 5,000
on welfare. "The right to pay for progressive lawyers, law students
an abortion is, in a real way, the and legal workers. Begun in 1937
equivalent of having a right to as an alternative to the more conchoose to have an abortion," the servative American Bar Association, the Guild has been active in
resolution said.
the areas of civil rights, anti-war
The LSD and ABA conventions activities, and female and minorsponsored over 100 workshops on .----- - - -- - -- - - - - - -- - - -- - - -- - such subjects as the Bakke case,
search and seizure oL the media,
Nazis in Skokie, and how to start
a law practice. Speakers included
consumer advocate Ralph Nader,
U.S. Senator Ted Kennedy,
former special Watergate prosecutor Leon Jaworski and former
U.S. Attorney General Ramsey By Patti Bartlett
mittee chair, and attended a
Clark. The ABA has over 235,000
Criminal Justice Section meeting
members which represents about
Serving as the William Mitchell during which the committee made
The ABA also voted more than one-half of all licensed lawyers in LSD Representative and as the na- its report on the revised standards.
the
country.
three to one for a resolution urgtional liaison to the ABA Standing Almost all revisions were met with
Committee on Association Stan- approval.
dards for Criminal Justice gives
me the opportunity to meet with
The next meeting of the comstudents and practitioners from all mittee is in Washington, D.C.,
over the country. My contacts September 28, 29 and 30. Those of
have benefited 'the student body if you at William Mitchell who are
for no other reason than that interested are encouraged to conWilliam Mitchell College of Law tact me for additional informa
is getting more and more recogni- tion .
tion .
You will all be"pleased to know
Having been appointed June 9, that the Eight Circuit , headed by
1978 to my liaison position, the Michael Schwartz, is one of the
July meeting of the Standing strongest and most active circuits
Committee in Washington, D.C. in the nation. This is the year to
served as my orientation to the get involved. You should consider
committee's function and format attending the October Roundtable
and as my introduction to the dy- in Missouri. I can tell you where
namic and varied personalities of to look for partial funding. Also,
its members.
get involved now by entering the
Eight Circuit "Name the Paper
The committee was engaged in Contest" (submit entries to me at
revising its standards on Pre-Trial the P.O. box in the office) and
Release, the Urban Police Func- write articles to appear in the
1
tion and Providing Defense Ser- paper. The paper is read by
vices. A reporter rewrites each set thousands of students in 13
of standards and reports back to schools. Surely we at Mitchell
committee. At the meeting, a have something to say!
I
reporter was heard from on each
I
set of standards. Further discusThere is a $3 .00 per hour resion was held and revisions were muneration for students who do
made, sometimes after weighty legal research and writing for the
involved debate. For ex- MTLA .
i.aw Student Division/American Bar Association and
ample, prosecution persons might
favor a particular format of a
Mike Schwartz, Eight Circuit
standard but defense persons LSD Governor, will be at Mitchell
would find the same standard am- on September 15 to meet with
biguous or unacceptable. Upon LSD people and other interested
final preparation the standards persons.
were presented at the ABA
Assembly in New York City in Patti Bartlett is a second year sluNEW YORK, NEW YORK
August. While in New York, I
AUGUST4•8
dent.
contacted General Hodson, com-

LSD liaison named
to natio·nal committee

€
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Parking controversy rekindled
MAJOR SBA EXPENDITURES FROM MAY 24, 1978 TO
AUGUST 22, 1978

The controversy over student
parking which has raged at
William Mitchell for the past two
years continues. At its August 22
meeting, the Student Bar Association (SBA) voted to reconsider its
current policy of allocating park-

ing lot permits by lottery to female
students only.
At a future meeting the SBA
will vote on whether to change this
policy and allow male students to
obtain permits. Further details

SBA election results
Fourth Year

Third Year

Al Bonin
Dan Butler
Bob Gjorvad
Mark Wollschlager

Regina Chu
Charlie Giannetto
Carol Schoen
Cassandra Van Vostrand

Second Year

LSD Representative

Sue Bates
Mary Giuliani
Joseph Pingatore
John Ramey

Patti Bartlett
(Mary McCormick was elected but
decided not to return to school
this fall 'and so the runnerup,
Patti, was appointed in her place.)

Opinion Editor

Tom Copeland
SBA Officers---

Al Bonin - President
Charlie Giannetto - Vice President
John Ramey - Secretary
Mary Giuliani - Treasurer

about what any new policy might
be are not yet known. It seems unlikely, however, that women now
holding parking permits will be
asked to give them up during the
fall semester.

new typewriter
faculty evaluations
trophy case
volleyball equipment
accountants
shelving for used bookstore
business forms for used bookstore
Fourth year student Dan Butler LDS convention
spearheaded the motion to recon- printing for used bookstore
sider which passed 6-5 with one
abstention. SBA president Al total
Bonin cast the deciding vote after
observing that such a close vote on
this important issue deserved further consideration.

$375
$155
$500
$472
$800

$789
$188

$764
$337
$4380

Butler argued that the SBA was
not representing all the students
by refusing to allow male students
access to the parking lot. He filed
a sex-based discrimination complairrt against the SBA last winter,
but Assistant Dean Curt Stine, ac-ting as the designated hearing officer, ruled against him after a hearing on the matter. Stine upheld
the SBA policy by finding that
"there is a substantial probability
that women may make more
limited use of school facilities at
night than do men" because of
their fear of the possibility of assault.
After Butler had spoken, second year student Sue Bates commented that only one side of the
issue had been heard and that
there were strong arguments
against Butler's position.
Heated debate followed.
A survey of student opinion on
the matter will be taken in early
September. The SBA will vote on
any changes in the parking issue at
its next meeting Sunday,
September 24th at 11 a.m. in
room 207.

Student Bar
Tom Copeland
Association
First Year Class Letters
Elections
continued from page 3
day after l had waited in line for yers Association Appellate ComMonday,
three hours to register and only mittee's Amicus Curiae Brief in
day before classes were to Stanley L. Kossak v. Charles M.
September 18th one
begin. l was put in a new section Stalling and The City of Duluth.
with no choice as to either the The Supreme Court was willing to
First year
teachers I would have or the give us only a limited extension of
students must
nights and hours I would have time in which to file our brief,
class.
which meant that Mr. Carlson had
file their petito do two months worth of reI never get mad; I just get even. I search in a two or three week
tion with 10
can't get even yet but wait until period of time. Under the circummy first alumni solicitation from stances, David Carlson performed
signatures by
this student-be-damned admini- most admirably.
stration. Since the administration
September 13th. has this attitude toward its stu- The Appellate Committee of

Cassandra Van Nostrand

dents, do you think I'm foolish the MTLA is set up to review cases
enough to sign this letter to the of great importance to the Plaineditor?
tiffs' Bar throughout the State of
Minnesota and which are being reName withheld upon request viewed by the Minnesota Supreme
Court. It is made up of volunteer
attorneys who are willing to devote their time to work on an
Amicus Brief to be presented to
The following are excerpts from a the Supreme Court to advise the
letter written by Daniel 8. Supreme Court as to the MTLA's
O'Leary to Gordon W. Shu- position regarding a particular
maker, head of the Appellate legal question. The Committee
Committee of the Minnesota Trial could not operate, however, withLawyers Association. A copy of out the excellent volunteer services
the letter was also sent to the OPI- of students such as David
NION. Mr. O'Leary is with the Carlson, without whose research
St. Paul firm of Mansur, Mansur, and drafting abilities the ApMullery & O'Brien and is a pellate committee would be
William Mitchell alumnus. David unable to function. These volunCarlson is a fourth year student at teer students give a great deal of
time and effort to these briefs,
Mitchell.
without any remuneration or
grade recognition and in spite of
I would like to heartily com- the heavy school schedule and in
mend David Carlson for his ex- many cases outside work schedule
cellent services and diligent re- on top of school schedule. It
search under extreme pressure and shows a tremendous sense of deditime deadline that he performed in cation to the legal profession and
the recent Minnesota Trial Law- is to be highly commended.

Dan Butler
OPINION
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State campaign laws
challenge candidates
By Jennifer Bloom
Candidates seeking election to
public office this fall face two
challenges: opponents and the
Minnesota campaign laws. The
two laws that address candidates'
actions directly are the Fair Campaign Practices Act, Minn. Stat.
210A, and the Ethics in Government Act, Minn. Stat. IOA.

public officials are not personally
profiting from their roles as decision makers.

The Fair Campaign Practices
Act regulates conduct on election
day. No one may distribute campaign literature of any kind, make
any campaign broadcast by radio
or televisio n, seek to influence any
voter within 100 feet of the polling
The two acts are very specific place, pay anyone for personal
on what candidates can and can- campaign services except to act as
not do. Briefly, the Ethics in poll challengers, wear any political
Government Act requires cam- badge or button on · or about the
paign finance disclosure which is polls, or buy or sell any such
provided by registration and badge.
reporting of receipts and expenditures, public disclosure of sources
The act also regulates attempts
of contributions, limits on contributions to candidates, and limits to influence voters during the
on expenditures if a candidate is campaigns. Generally, it is illegal
for any corporation in Minnesota
accepting public financing.
to directly or indirectly contribute
money; property, services or anything of value for the advantage
The public financing program of any candidate, political party,
of the act provides public financ- or political committee.
ing to candidates for the state legisslature and constitutional offices
All people are prohibited from
from taxpayers through an income tax checkoff. This lessens ~rying to !nfluence voters by givthe reliance of candidates on large mg them Items of value. If an arcontributors by providing alter- ticle is merely informative, such as
nate sources of campaign financ- a football schedule or a calendar
it is not considered a thing of
ing.
value under the act. If it is someEconomic interest disclosure is thing that has intrinsic value other
also required by the act. Candi- than as a medium of advertising,
dates and public officials must such as pencils, matdies; or emery
disclose their personal financial boards, then it is a question of
interests and holdings. This pro- fact whether the object is valuable
vides the public with information and violative of the act. Acceptto aid in the evaluation of candi- ance of prohibited items is also ildates and reassures them that legal.

Violation of these provisions
entails criminal penalties. A conviction provides grounds for invalidation of a winner's election.
A violator is also subject to civil
action .
Failure to file financial reports
results in the candidate's name being removed from the ballot.
The act also requires that the
name of the candidate, the name
and address of the author, and the
name and address of any other
person or committee causing the
material to be published or distributed appear on the face of the
material.
The act prohibits denial of access to registered candidates into
multiple unit dwellings, such as
apartment houses, nursing homes,
and dorms. This does not mean
that candidates cannot be denied
admittance into a particular apartment, room, or personal residence
by a person residing there, or that
reasonable and proper identification cannot be required, or that
visits cannot be limited to reasonable hours. Violation of this section of the act is not a crime; candidates receive injunctions.
The Fair Campaign Practices
Act allows candidates for any
county, city, or town office to
deduct campaign expenses as expenses for production of income.
Candidates for constitutional offices, legislature, supreme court,
or district court judge are specifically excluded from this provision.

Although these laws have been
in effect for some time, recent
amendments have.made them more
complex. Recognizing this, the
Ethical Practices Board held
seminars this summer on the
Ethics in Government Act, and
the Secretary of State published,
as required by law, an easily
understood digest of the Fair
Campaign Practices Act.
Generally, the Ethics in
Government Act sets out detailed
reporting requirements for campaigns for state constitutional,
state legislative, and certain judicial offices. This act does not
regulate the finances of local campaigns. According to Elsa Carpenter, Assistant Administrator of
the Ethical Practices Board, the
act might be amended to include
local candidates in the next election.

The Fair Campaign Practices
Act is administered by the Secretary of State through county attorneys who have the power to
prosecute for violation of the act.
Tht> Office · of the Secretary of
State does not give advisory opinions. "We suggest that they talk
to their county attorneys who are
The Ethics in Government Act the ones authorized to proseis a public disclosure law. Its pur- cute," said Tom Durand, Office
pose is to maintain public confi- Director of the Elections Division
dence in the integrity of govern- of the Secretary of State's Office.
ment through public disclosure "If the county attorney decides an
and public financing of candi- act is illegal, even though we say
it's okay, he or she might prosedates.
cute; our opinion won't matter
The Jaw was passed in J974 and much."
amended in 1978. It is adminiCampaign finances and certain
stered by a six member citizen disclosures of candidates for fedbody, the Ethical Practices Board, era) office (United State Senator
that was established by the act. and United State Representative
The board has authority to issue in Congress) are regulated by fedadvisory opinions to guide the eral laws administered by the Fedconduct of individuals. "The pur- ' eral Elections Commission.
pose of the act is to· provid·e a Copies of their federal disclosure
governing agency, not to prose- reporu a:re ffied with 1.h e ecreta ry
CUU;, ' Carpenter explained during, of S1a1e; linnesota law acGepl.S
a summer::~minar,
these rep ort in p lace of the reports required· by the Fair CamThe Fair Campaign · Practices paign Practices Act.
Act regulates the campaign practices of federal, state, and loc'al
When asked why there are two
candidates and their committees agencies admin_istering Minnesota
in Minnesota eiections. This act ·raws governing candidates, Secrealso regulates the campaign fi- tary of State Joan Growe said
nances of certain local candidates. "When the legislators passed th;
Ethics in Government Act, they
Although the Fair Campaign established the separate agency·
'
Practices Act requires t ba t cand i- that's what they wanted."
0

william mitchell book store
• 875 summit avenue
• st poul. minnesoto 55 l OS
• (612 ) 227-5328

dates (including those in municipal elections in munici-palities having more than 20,000 persons) and
secretaries of personal campaign
committees, party committees
and political volunteer committee;
file a statement of receipts and expe~ditures four times a year, the
primary purpose of the act is to
regulate conduct aimed at influincing voters. The Fair Campaign
Practices Act also applies to acti~
vities of committees whose purpose is to secure the adoption or
defeat of a constitutional amendment or a city ordinance.

'

EVALUATION
EXPEQTI<£>E

IN DETERMINING THE VALUE OF
CLOSED CORPORATION SECURITIES
EVALUATION PROBLEMS
Case #41

• • •

Wkeflw,t you Cl1le a f3t yea1t 3fwleM!
OJt tut expeJtie.Meed p'UltfifiMteJl
The William Mitchell Book Store is a private
business operating under a license from the
Board of Trustees. In the past four years, over
$44,000 in bookstore profits have been paid
to the college and thereby made available to
the Student Scholarship Fund.

Founder of a successful enterprise was
fortunate because two sons-in-law were an
important part of his management team.
In planning for retirement, founder
wished to "cap" his personal estate. He
also desired to receive income from his
company which would provide him his ac·
cu~tomed standard of living during
retirement.
Experienced tax couns.el recommended
a recapitalization of the co r poi:a tion
wherein the founder would exchange his
90% common stock ownership . for
preferred stock. Founder's annual income
would take the form of dividend income
during his retirement. On:e reqwrem@t
fo r the tax-free exehange of securi ties was
that fair marke~ value of new preferred
stock be received in exchange for fair
market value of common stock.
Upon counsel's recommendation, The
John Hawthorne Company was employed
to evaluate the common stock as well a·s
the proposed preferred stock to be issued
in exchange thereof - all of which made
p~ssible a tax-free exchange based upon
fair market value.
·
If determining the fair market value of
your client's closed corporation stock is a
problem, call us to learn if our evaluation
expertise' can provide the solution.

THE ~JoHx HAWTIIOHNE COMPANY
CORPORATE FINAXCIAL C'ONSl:LTANTS
r;
r.,..._

I ' :

FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING
WAYZATA, MINN. 55391
473 -1404
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and on Saturday morning. With
the initiation of the three year program, William Mitchell students
have a variety of scheduling options and with them a variety of
tuition rates. The track schedule
below demonstrates the range of
total tuition costs. A student who
follows the four year plan will pay
a total of $7600. A three year student will pay a total of$8300. This
$700 difference is attributable to
"start up costs," according to
Dean Burton. The Dean explamed
that the new program required the
hiring of an additional full-time
faculty member. Other expenses
were incurred in terms of time
spent by Deans Burton, Stine and
Green and the administrative staff
in setting up the program.
To qualify for admission in the
three year program, a student
must not be working more than 10
hours a week during any 16 credit
semester. At the time of registration, each applicant was required
to sign a statement that he or she
would not be working more than
10 hours a week and to furnish the
administration with employment
information. Employment status
will be monitored.

Tuition Takes Its Toll
1st Yr.
E Credits

Tracks
A

Sum .
Sch.

2nd Yr.
Credits

Sum.
Sch.

3rd Yr.
Credits

Sum .
Sch.

0

12+ 12

0

10+ 10

0

Present Track A ( four vrs.) 12+ 12

(3 Y2 yrs.)

Present Track B

4
$320

12+ 12

8+8
$1900

0

8+8
$1900

0

16+ 16

4

12+ 12

$3200

$320

$1900

16+ 16

0

16+ 16

12+ 12

$1900
Present Track C
(Irregular students with
minimum loads) (six yrs.)
(max.)

Proposed Track D

Proposed Track E

(3 yrs.)

(3 yrs.)

0

0

$1900

$1900

$3200

12+ 10

0

4

12+ 12

0

S320

s•900

$3200

12+ 12

0

=$7600

10+0

=S6870

$850

8+8
$1900

0

IO+ 10

Total

$1900

$1900

$1900

$1900

Tuition

4th Yr. 5th or 6th
Credits Yr Credits

8+11
$1900
0

0+8
8+8
$1900

= $8450
=$11,400

0

=$7640
0

0

0

$1900

=$8300
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Stu Lehman
612-222-4559
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DRUG
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698-9792
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people who are "substantially
underrepresented in the legal proAndrew Haines will be the fession." Stine stated that this
primary person responsible for refers to "blacks, Chicanos and
recruiting persons under this pro- Indians." The criteria used under
gram. Stine said Haines will be the this program do not attempt to
one doing most of the traveling to use the program to increase the
recruit people, while there will be numbers of women in the legal
"little, if any, travel by the profession, he added.
others." Haines was selected for
Criterion 8 requires "some indithe committee last year and his
teaching load for this year was re- cation of educational deprivaduced to enable him to take on tion." This would include persons
such as first year immigrants who
recruiting responsibilities.
might have a language problem,
Stine said there are no plans to or persons whose educational
include any tutorial program as system was "less than adequate,"
part of the discretionary admis- Stine explained. The reference to
sions program now or in the "equivalent admission criteria" in
future. This decision was made, number 3 means the "traditional
he said, based on the experience of admissions criteria" (i.e; grade
Temple. Without any tutoring for point average and LSAT scores),
special admissions persons, Stine added.
Temple found that people acCriterian 5 affords "people who
cepted under the special admissions program ended up having don't give up" an opportunity to
the same variance in grades as per- enter Mitchell, Stine said. The
sons admitted under the regular term "persistence" means simply
admissions policy. Stine also said having applied several times and
it was not the intention of the pro- continuing to apply to Mitchell.
gram to identify people admitted
The "unique qualification" reunder the special admissions, nor
to relegate them to a lower status. quired in criterion 8 was included
to "leave the door open," Stine
Mitchell's Discretionary Admis- said, because the administration
sions Policy, as laid out in the didn't know if it had covered
Bulletin (see box) uses some in- everything in the previous criteria.
The administration didn't have
teresting language.
anything particular in mind, he
Criterion 2 refers to minority added.

continued from page 1

Eight faculty get tenure

Professor Anastas

Dean Burton

Professor Haines

Professor Davies

Clara Kalscheur is a third year
student.

*

*

*

To be eligible for consideration under the discretionary admissions
program, an applicant (i) must have an undergraduate GPA of 2.5 or
greater and not have been admitted under the regular admissions program; and (ii) must meet one or more of the following criteria for discretionary admission:
I . Special work experience or other achievement or activities demonstrating exceptional leadership ability in college, community, or
employment.
2. Membership in any minority population group which is substantially underrepresented in the legal profession.
3. A nonminority applicant with some indication of educational
deprivation and with equivalent admission criteria as any persons
considered under #2 above.
·
4. Physical disability calling into question the reliability of LSA T or
GP A or making a career in an intellectual field like law more
essential than for other applicants.
5. Persistence in demonstrated interest in law school and substantial
motivation to succeed therein.
6. A history of overcoming exceptional and continuous educational
or economic deprivation.
7. 1Jndergraduate work in fields where grading -paaerns have tended
not 10 become inflated or other evidence of undergraduate work
p.rior ,o recem years' grades inflation.
8. Any applicant not within any of the above caregories, but who
believes himself or hersel f to be exceptionally well qa;tlified to
enrich the law school student body by reason of some unique
qualification.

Professor Haydock

Professor Jones

Professor Marino

Assistant Dean Stine

PREVIOUSLY TENURED PROFESSORS

Local MTLA
chapter formed
By Bob Zolhman

Several third year students at
William Mitchell School of Law
are activating a campus chapter of
the Minnesota Trial Lawyer's
Association. (MTLA). At an
organizational meeting students
interested in the chapter will
discuss proposed activities. Date
of the meeting will be announced
in the docket.

Professor Becker
Assistant Dean Green
Professor Heidenreich
Professor Kirwin
Professor Steenson

fendants, btit also consumers and
others.
The campus chapter plans to offer a variety of activities to students interested in the trial practice of law . Proposed plans include a series of lectures conducted by experienced trial lawyers and designed to present to the
student the practical, ethical and
legal aspects of litigation.

Moot court problem announced

Administrative law and first
amendment commercial speech
Also, a limited number of will be the two iss•1es in the promembers will be able to work on blem to be argued in this fall's naresearch projects in order to tional Moot Court competition.
develop their research and writing
skills.
The William Mitchell Moot
Court Society announces that oral
For more information contact arguments in this year's competiMTLA executive director Jane tion will begin with an intraschool
Schoemike (225-7437) or MTLA competition the first weeks of Ocstudent members David Carlson, tober. Times and dates of the
Bob Zohlmann, or Scott Ander- arguments will be announced in
son.
the docket. Serving as judges for
the Mitchell competition will be

The MTLA is a state-wide
organization whose membership is
primarily practicing lawyers. The
group is dedicated to both serving
the needs of the trial bar and protecting the rights of injured and
damaged citizens. Through lobbying efforts, continuing legal
education programs, and appellate advocacy, MTLA is involved in the development of the
law affecting not only personal injury litigants and criminal de- Bob is a third year sl11dent.
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faculty members, practicing attorneys and local judges.
Two teams will be selected to
compete in the regional competition to be held in South Dakota in
November. Regional winners will
compete in the national competition in New York City in
December.
The Moot Court Society is an
extra-curricular organization
which allows students to develop
and improve their appellate advo-

cacy skills of brief writing and oral
argument. Teams composed of
two or three st udem · prepare a
brief argui ng a ne side of the p roblem, but mu I be prepared to·
argue either side in the oral coma
petition.
Officers of Mitchell's Moot
Court Society are president Mary
Seymour, and board members
Bob Streitz, Mark Hallberg, Sue
Dosal, H.J. Schmidt and Barb
Gisalson. Faculty advisors are
professors Mike Steenson, Mel
Goldberg and Chris Ver Ploeg.

Three issue volume is Law Review goal
By Lori-jean Gille

Volume 4, Issue 2 of the
William Mitchell Law Review,
available for distribution in early
September, marks the graduation
from a single-volume to a twoissue publication. Response to a
recent mass-mailing to Minnesota
attorneys and requests for back
issues indicate a recognition by the
legal community that Mitchell's
Law Review is comparable both in
content and usefulness to law reviews published by law schools
across the nation.
This year's editorial board has
tentative plans to expand the publication to three issues with the
hopes of reaching a quarterly publication in the next two or three
years.
Volume l, published in 19741975 in large part through the
labor and sweat of two persons,
was composed solely of student
works. The latest issue contains
two lead articles, three long student works, six recent case
analyses, and two book
reviews. The issue's diverseness
alone is a· credit to the strides
which the Law Review has taken
since the publication of Volume I.
The two lead articles are
"Remedies by Judicial Review of
Agency Action in Minnesota" by
Duncan H. Baird, and excerpts of
a commonwealth law lecture entitled "Social Engineering in New
Zealand and the United States: A
Comparison of Approaches to
Tort Reform" by Geoffrey W .R.
Palmer.
Baird is a professor of political
science at Macalester College and
a member of the Minnesota Bar.
In the article, he evaluates the

remedies by which judicial review
of administrative actions can be
obtained in Minnesota: the extraordinary remedies of certiorari,
mandamus, prohibition, and quo
warranto; the equitable remedies
of injunction and declaratory
judgment; and the statutory remedies included in special statutes
governing particular agencies as
well as those included in the Minnesota Administrative Procedure
Act.
Palmer, professor of English
and New Zealand law at Victoria
University of Wellington, lectured
at William Mitchell last year during a day-long seminar on commonwealth law. He is noted for
his work in the field of New
Zealand compensation systems
and served in an advisory role in
the drafting of accident compensation legislation for Australia.
Student works in Issue 2 cover
the areas of impeachment of
jurors' verdicts, real property tax
assessments in Minnesota, and the
doctrine of disregard of the corporate entity.
In 1977, the Minnesota
Supreme Court adopted the Minnesota Rules of Evidence, modeled after the Federal Rules of
Evidence. Rule 606(b), like its
common law counterpart,
generally prohibits jurors from
testifying as to alleged acts of jury
misconduct. "Impeachment of
Verdicts by Jurors-Rule of Evidence 606 (b)'' a note by Jerry S.
Anderson, reviews the common
law development of this rule forbidding juror testimony and discusses the legislative history of
the rule. Anderson, executive
editor of the Law Review this
year, is a fourth year student.

"Grounds for Attacking Real sumer Law Handbook" written
Property Tax Assessments in by Rober S. Haydock, associate
America," a note by Daniel P. professor of law and clinical direcO'Keefe, analyzes present Minne- tor at William Mitchell. Donald
sota property tax assessment law H. Gjerdingen reviews "A Uniand suggests changes necessary to form System of Citation " (comeradicate existing complexities monly referred to by law students
and inequities. The substantive as the Harvard Blue Book). Gjergrounds for attacking assess- dingen is a former editor-in-chief
ments, including overvaluation, of the William Mitchell Law Reinequality and illegality, are dis- view.
cussed in detail. Also, the procedures available for objecting to
A number of upper-classassessments are collected in a persons and 40 new writers from
manner which attempts to assist the second year class are already
the Minnesota practitioner. working on the first issue of
O'Keefe is a 1978 graduate of Volume S. For the first time, the
William Mitchell and currently board of editors hopes to desigclerking for U.S. District Court nate staff membership early in the
Edward Devitt.
school year, rather than waiting
for the publication of an issue, as
"Disregard of the Corporate
Entity," a note by Thomas D.
Jensen, evaluates the doctrine of
disregard of the corporate entity
as it has evolved in Minnesota and
other jurisdictions. Also, the note
suggests an approach which attempts to identify the relevant
policies and facts that should be
considered when a court pierces
the corporate veil. Jensen, a 1978
graduate of William Mitchell, is
working for a Duluth law firm.

has been done in the past. For this
reason, a set of by-laws has been
promulgated, setting out the standards for qualification as a staff
member of the Law Review.
Members of this year's editorial
staff include editor in chief Lorijean Gille, executive editors Jerry
S. Anderson and Robert A.
Webster, Jr., and editors Frances
H . Graham, John H. Guthmann,
Rebecca A. Joike, Robert J. King,
Jr., Miki P. McGee, David J.
Moskal, David M. Sparby and
Perry M. Wilson Ill.
Lori-jean is editor-in-chief of the
William Mitchell Law Review and
a fourth year student.

Words

By Tom Rafferty

Six recent cases in the upcoming
volume briefly analyze Minnesota
Supreme Court decisions handed
down in late 1976 and early 1977,
covering such topics as injunctive
relief for the letter-of-credit consumer, state jurisdiction over Indian Reservations, referral of
juveniles for prosecution, municipal liquor licensing powers and review by the Supreme Court,
reasonable care and statutory
nuisance law, and abandonment
of contracts for deed.

In the silent spaces between friends
Words hang on light beams.
And like the smoke caught
In the eye of-an upstairs window,
Words drift between your fingers
And past your cheek,
Eluding a touch.

Attorney General Warren Spannaus reviews · ''·M,;in~n~es~o!.:ta:..:C:;;;o~n~-;_~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;::=~======::=::========~
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Studen t sluggers end
season
serious league, it is a fun league"
The Bombos, after beating Tom
in Commissioner Krohn's words, DiPasquale's Spastics, lost to
and nobody really cared who won. Stone's Throw. The final four
were then the Bombers, Stone's
The team which most typified this Throw, Jardine Logan & O'Brien,
was Kenyon's Cannons, which and the Running Rebels.
would always play four or five
women, and still ended up winnThe Rebels upset the Bombers
ing half of its games.
9-8, and Stone's Throw, led by
tobacco-chewing Dave Einhaus
and Timmy "Grand Piano"
No official statistics were kept Fuller, blasted JL&O 11-0. The
until the play-offs, but unoffici- final game was never really a conally the best record was compiled test. Stone's Throw played well,
by Bill Leary's Lurem Cheatum & but every hop, throw and Texas
Runn (Lurem), which posted a leaguer went to the Rebels. Mike
11-l mark, losing its only game by Burke pitched superb ball, Jo
splitting a double header with the Burke made a spectacular catch,
Como Bombers, last year's and Cy Goldberg harassed the opchamps. The Bombers and Run- position with a tenacious leftfield,
ning Rebels finished behind and relentless bat. The final was
Lurem, each losing two or three 13-3, Rebels.
games depending upon who you
interview. Others lost more, with Tom Lovett is a fourth year
some teams dropping out of the student.
league after losing their first eight
games. Most of the teams who
stuck it out to the end of the year
eventually won a couple of games,
as Stroemer's Learned Hands and
Mansco's Team will attest to.

By Tom Lovett
The annual William Mitchell
College of Law summer softball
league concluded another successful season during the summer of
1978, with a number of notable
firsts finding their way into the
growing tradition of the law
school's athletic program.

The league, which was organized
into something other than an occasional gathering of law school
colleagues three years ago by Lou
Tilton, saw 24 teams playing two
nights a week, a printed schedule,
rules, and participation by approximately three hundred students, spouses, faculty, staff, and
friends. The league also had two
Commissioners this year, Bob
Gjorvad and Linda Krohn. This
was the first year more than one
person took credit for running the Front row l. to r.: Floyd Pnewski, Maggie Johnston, Kathy Murphy,
league, and the first time the title Jackson, Jo Burke, Brad Johnston. Second row: John Varpness, Cy
of Commissioner was claimed by Goldberg, Pat Connors, Tony Higgins, Paul Wellons, Mike Burke.
anyone. Nobody cared anyway. league. The entry fee per team was
ciples and ideas: Non Compos
Nobody else wanted the prestige $20 which went to pay for the
Mentis, Rational Bases, Choses in
that came with hauling the equip- bats, balls, and bases used durin
Action, Misfeasance, Reversible
ment.
the season.
Errors, and the Learned Hands.
Some teams named themselves
The games this year were held at
Play began the first weekend in
after their infamous coaches:
The culmination of the season is
Derham Hall High School on Sun- June and continued through the
Stone's Throw, Kenyon's Can- always the play-offs, and all teams
days and Thursdays. The games in second week in August. The exnons, and simply Mansco's Team. participated. Gjorvad viewed the
the past were held on Tuesday pected teams began winning, and
teams and seeded the top four:
nights, but a group of grade- the newer entries began losing.
One of the peculiarities of the The Como Bombers, Stone's
school soccer teams had a league
Mitchell league is the "two per- Throw, Lurem, and Running
going, and the schedule was movOne of the more delightful
son" rule (formerly called the Rebels. Lurem proceeded to foul
ed to Thursday night. For the first things about the league was the
"two girl" rule, but changed for up the whole scheduling by losing
time a Sunday night divison was names that the players chose to
reasons of new found sensitivity). 4-3 to Sally Oldham's Bombos, a
scheduled. This allowed students play under. Being a law school,
This rule dictates that every team team playing three women in the
studying for the Bar to play in the there were references to legal prinplay two persons of each sex at all field, batting five women, and
times. Many of the women play- playing Joe Finley at first. The
ing in the Mitchell league were loss came as quite a shock to the
playing softball for the first time Lurem members . Super outin their lives (they claimed). The fielder, Howey Pakola, who missreturning teams had women who ed the game to go fishing in Lake
had played for a couple of years. Wobegon, showed up at the finals
But usually that did not matter, a week later in a daze asking,
for "the Mitchell league is not a "When do we play?"

CLASSIFIEDS

CLASS I Fl EDS
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25 cents per line Room 316 Next deadline October 10 CLASSIFIEDS

Brand new S-C Coronamatic typewriter lnterch
chart: legal- style type; 2 interch keys (§/1(! and
(/ )) ; prolective carrying case $280 00 new make an offer See Jerry at !he Law Rev otf1ce or

Wanted: Babysitter for 1 -year old (and sometimes
for 4-year old)
My home or yours
Hamline/Goodnch area 8 30-12 30 daily, occasional afternoons 698-4450 afternoons

call 296-9893 (days)
wanted Attorney admitted to Minnesota Bar to "'
work for salary plus develop his her own practice
Contact Wayne Sahta 332 -6368

Looking for nice 2 bdrm dup in Mpls $300 or a 1
bdrm apt in a house or a 1 bdrm apt in a house or
dup in St Paul nr WM $1 50 Any leads Conlacl
Sally Oldham at Opinion office

Communal household looking for 1 -2 women to

watch the Ali - Sp,nks tight on TV al the Fall

Law Student Dividion seeks interested party to
coordinate a Legislative Research and Drafting program at William Mitchell Interested persons should
contact Patti Bartlelt LSD rep 1mmediatety and
watch the Docket for a meeting announcement Articles for the 8th Circ uit paper and name contest
entries must be subm itted to the LSD PO Box in the
main ottice before Oct 1
10 Spd Bike Good Cdtn $60 699 -32 38
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